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Abstract: Using the data of beach face high oscillations and waves and flows of the surf zones 

influenced by the swells, the characteristics including beach face variation trends, trend shapes, 

oscillation periods, oscillation intensions of different profile shapes, and the characteristic relations 

between different stake points on the same profile were analyzed comparatively. The relations 

between the beach face with high oscillations erosion and sediment and the surf zone infragravity 

waves were also analyzed based on the cross spectrum analysis. The results showed that the 

swash diffluences caused by the beach cusp rhythm topography hasten the sediment transport 

from the beach ridge to beach paddy, and the beach face of the swash zones has the infragravity 

periodic oscillations, and the oscillation intensions descend from the bottom to the top of the beach 

face, and the infragravity waves of the surf zones have significant effect on the high-frequency 

variations of erosion and sediment of the beach face. 
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Introduction 

   

In the narrow sense, the beach swash zone is the area of the beach face mutually influenced by the 

uprush and backwash, namely, this part of the beach zone would emerge in the air for a few minutes or a 

few seconds, and the center position of the zone changes frequently because of the effect of the tide, tide 

current, coastal current and swash. Therefore, the swash zone has some spatio-temporal characteristics. 

Besides, the beach swash zone is one of the areas with the most direct reciprocity between the land and 

the sea, and it is also the sensitive and concentrative zone of the nearshore processes. The hydrodynamic 

condition and sediment movement of this zone have great effect on the intension of the action between 

the land and sea, the changes on the beach profiles, the evolvement of the coast, the stability of the 

coastal building, and the biology growth of the swash zone. 

However, the research achievements on swash zone are less than those on near shore and surf 

zones. One reason for this question is the difficulty of collecting high quality data of the swash zones, 
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another reason is the complexity of the hydrodynamics and sediment movement of this zone. These years, 

whereas the significance and challenge of the swash zones studies have attracted the scholars’ attention 

and the researches on swash zone have made great progress. There is a long way to go to roundly 

predominate the characteristics of hydrodynamics and sediment movement in different conditions of the 

swash zone. Therefore, using different ideas and methods to study the swash zone has great practical 

and research meaning.  

Based on the studies by Waddell(1973)，Waddell(1976) and Sallenger(1984), et al., the author 

adopted the method of SSA to analyze the altitude transformation of the stake points on the beach swash 

zone in a period of water level changing, probed into the trends and the periodic oscillations of the beach 

changing, and contrastively analyzed the oscillation intensions on different points of the beach face. We 

combined the studies about the relations between the beach face oscillations and the swash movement, 

water level and hydrodynamic changes of the surf zone by Berry, Elfrink , Baldock，Holmes，Horn, Butt, 

Russell etc. Author also probed into the relations between the beach face changing and swash movement, 

and analyzed the relations between the infragravity waves of the surf zones and the high-frequency 

variations of erosion and sediment of the beach face. 

 

1  The coastal background of the studying area and the environmental characteristics 

of the observing time 

 

The studying area is located in the HOUJIANG beach which is in the west of JIESHI bay in the east 

coast of Guangdong province (Fig.1), the west-south of the study area is ZHELANG town the east-north of 

which is SHIGONGLIAO headland, and the two cusps are composed of granite with wide grains. The 

length of the bowstring of the cusp beach is about 7Km and the longest concave length is about 3 Km. By 

the long-term compacting of the wave, the shape of the beach is basely adapted to the long-effect of the 

prevailing waves to the coast line, and forms the relatively steady-going arc coast. JINYU Island is far 

away from the coast and can shelter the waves of the middle of the HOUJIANG beach. 

In the open sea out of the beach, the average wave heights of many years is about 1.3 m, and 

average wave periods is 4.6 second, and the maximal wave height is 2.2 m. Wind speed, wind direction 

and wave direction all have great changes in a year. The tide in the sea area is irregular diurnal mixed tide, 

and average tide range is only 0.84 m, and the beach of this area belongs to weak tide coast controlled by 

waves. 

The observing area lies in the middle coast of the HOUJIANG beach (Fig.1), and during the 

observing time, the beach face was about 40 m wide. The beach face was composed of moderate wide 

and fine sands, and the separation of the sands was high. There were many beach corners developing on 

the beach face. Lofty beach berm, steep beach face, steep ridge and deep longshore trough at the bottom 

of the beach face were the main forms of the beach profile. The gradient of the beach face was about 0.09 

- 0.10. Under the water the slope of the beach face was much steeper, but the surf zone was narrow. 
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Waves at the deep water began to break up at the area about 30 m away from the coastal lines. There 

were active sand longshore bar and longshore trough morphology. In the deep trough the breaker waves 

form the big waves again and flapped the beach face to break. During the observing time, the wind 

direction was NNE, and waves were mainly swells, and the significant wave height was about 0.34 m in 

the deep trough under the beach face, and the wave period corresponding to the highest waves is about 

10 seconds, and water level changed about 0.15 m. 

 

Fig.1  Sketch map of the study area showing measurement positions 

 

2  Data and Method 

 

2.1  Data collection and disposal  

The observing time was from 9:10 to 11:25 on Oct.13, 2003.On the swash zone below the beach 

face put six stakes forming two observing profiles to inspect the beach face oscillations (Fig.1). One 

observing profile lies in the beach face ridge (A profile, gradient is 0.090), another observing profile lies in 

the beach face trough (B profile, gradient is 0.092). The lowest stake was about 1.5 m away from the 

coastal lines, and the distribution of the stakes can be found in the Fig.1. During the observing time, all the 

stakes lie in the swash zones basically. When observing, two people measured the height of the stakes 

exposed to the air every one minute, and two people recorded the data. The observer should be away 

from the stake as far as it can be, and measured after swashing going off so as to enhance the measuring 

precision. 

Two S4ADW instruments were set at the longshore bar and longshore trough in the surf zone along 

the upright direction to the coastal line. The distance of the two instruments was about 15 m, and the 

S4ADW instrument near the coastal line was about 5 m away from the coastal line. During the observing 

time, the sampling frequency was 2 Hz. 

Using each measuring stake height data subtracting the first-measuring data, we can get the time 
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sequence of every stake height changes to the first-measuring time. Besides, after eliminating the trends 

of the pressure data by S4ADW measured, then subtracting the averaging data, wave face oscillations 

data was get. 

2.2 Method 

Singular Spectrum Analysis is an effective statistic analyzing tool, whose main function is extorting 

as much information as possible from the limited study sequence including noise, analyzing the sequence 

variation trends and variation periods, filtering the noise, distinguishing and strengthening valid signals. 

And the SSA methods can effectively rebuild the periodical parts of different periods, and know the 

long-term changing ratio characteristics of the different period’s parts. Simply describing its computing 

method as follows [9-12]: 

Singular Spectrum Analysis is a transformative EOF analyzing method. A steady time sequence was 

shown as {
tX }, t =1… N + m -1, Its time lagged matrix was made lag time experience intersecting 

expandedness, we can get the former 
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Character vectors (T－EOF), which can express the main periodic mode of the sequence, which can 

be used to distinguish and describe all kinds of linear and nonlinear signals included in the studying 

sequence. Relative to the corresponding time coefficient (T－PC), it expressed the long term changing 

characteristics of the corresponding periodic parts. After decomposed by SSA, the frequency signal is 

decomposed to the time sequence signal with the single circle periods, so we can rebuild the studying 

periodic part series according to the formulas as follows: 
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Where the formulas, a is the time coefficient，E is the eigenvector。 
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SSA can excellently get the signals that the periods are less than the dimensions m and spectrum 

width is less than 1/m from the studying time sequence. According to SSA methods, when there is one 

periodic signal in the studying sequence, it needs a pair of T-EOF and T-Pc and must satisfy three 

conditions as follows:   

(1) The two linked Eigen values are nearly equal; 

(2) The corresponding T-EOF are just intersecting and have the same periods with the time 

sequence they described. 

(3) The pair of T-PC is just intersecting. 

 

3  Analysis of the beach face variation trends and the periodic oscillation 

 

3.1  Erosion and trends of the beach face variations 

The studying object is the changing data (9：11—11：18) of the stake on the beach face. According 

to the SSA methods, using the studying data makes the best experiment of dimension m firstly, and 

chooses the best recognizing results to make the SSA analysis. The analyzed results showed that the 

T-EOF1 and T-EOF2 eigenvectors mainly reflected the changing trends of the beach face. The trend 

changing parts in terms of the formula 1-3 were rebuilt and the changing trends of the beach face were 

simulated (the oscillation and changing trends of the beach face shown as Fig.2). Using multinomial 

simulating method, we simulated the changes of actual water depth in the groove under the shorelines at 

the corresponding time, and these data represent the variations of surf zones water levels in the studying 

time (Fig.3).   

As we can see from the changing line of the beach face(Fig. 2), the positions of A2、A3 on the beach 

face A basically kept on the eroding state with negative increase relative to the initial observing beach face, 

but the position of A1 experienced the circle of eroding–depositing–re-eroding processes; while we see 

the positions of the stakes on the beach face profile B at the bottom of the rhythm topography, they 

basically kept on the depositing states with positive increase. All In all, the rhythm topography of the beach 

corner in the studying time is in the dying phase, which is consistent with the result by eyeballing. 

The studying results by Strahler, Berry, Elfrink, Baldock, Holmes, Horn et al. showed that the wave 

and current state of surf zones, the shape of the beach face, the constitution matter of the beach face, the 

changing of the underground water-level and the swash are the main factors influencing the locomotion of 

sediment movement [2,7,8,13]. Contacting the scene background, the actually observing record and the data 

analyzing, we found that the shape of surf zone and the state of the wave and current corresponding to the 

beach face profiles were basically same, and waves were normal incidence to the coast and had little 

influence on the different trends changing; water level of the surf zone changes little, and little difference 

on gradient and altitude between the near beach faces, but one beach profile was depositing and another 

was eroding. Therefore the changing of water level should not be the main reason for trends changing of 

the beach face. Combining the discussion of Masselink about the effect of swash to beach corner, the 
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author considered that owing to the difference between the beach face, the swash distributed at the ridge 

of the beach and converged at the concave of the beach, the sediment moved from the ridge to the 

concave and the ridge eroded and the concave deposited. That is to say, the difference of the swash out 

of the rhythm topography is the main reason for the ridge depositing and concave eroding, and it has 

retroaction on the existing and developing of the rhythm topography and accelerates the dying of beach 

corner rhythm topography. 

 

         Fig.2  Sketch map of the oscillation and trend variety of the beach face 

 
     Fig.3  Sketch map of the tide level variety 

 

Fig.4.  Cross correlation analysis between the beach face trend and tide level 
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The author made the analysis using the correlative function for the trends changing data of the 

beach face and the water level changing data at the corresponding time, and found an interesting result. 

From the formula: 
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we can see that the correlation coefficient is mainly related to the distributing shape and scattering level of 

the time sequence x and y, but has no relation with the distributing numerical value no matter it is positive 

nor negative. As we can see from Fig.4, the beach face of A1,B2,B3 had obvious relativity at the time 

lagging water level changing about 10-20 minutes ,then we can deduce that water level changing has 

great lagging influence on the distributing shape of the A1,B2,B3 on the beach face. The A2 also has 

obvious lagging relativity with the water level changing of the surf  zones, and the moment with most 

obvious relativity appears when the lag time is o, the author consider that the water level changing is still 

the main influencing factor for the trends changing shape., in despite of the strong disturbing from the 

influence of the slipstream converging at A2.With regard to the changing relation among A3，B1 and water 

level, the reason perhaps is that the position of A3 beach face is higher than that of B3,and the changing 

of water level hadn’t directly influenced the change of A3;the position of B1was nearer to the coastal lines 

and lower than A1,so the direct and strong influence from the sharp broken waves and the swash reduced 

the influences from the changing of the water level. In a word, although there was some exhibition that 

changing of water level on the broken wave zone may influence the trends changing shape of beach face 

in the experiment, the result maybe just an accidence and need more scene observing date to analyze 

and validate. 

3.2  Analysis of the periodic erosion and sediment oscillation of the beach face 

Analyzing the eigenvectors from SSA, we find that the former ten eigenvectors include above 70% 

accumulative contribution(Tab.1),and the changing trends and periods of beach face are basically 

included in the former ten eigenvectors( the beach corner mainly included in the former eight 

eigenvectors ). The changing curve of the rest eigenvectors are mainly turbulence and no obvious periods. 

So the former ten eigenvectors basically embodied the changing trends and periods of beach face, and 

the period part is mainly embodied in T-EOF3 －T-EOF10 eigenvectors (the ridge in T-EOF3 －T-EOF8). 

The trend changing is mainly embodied in T-EOF1－T-EOF2 eigenvectors. SSA inspection shows that 

periodic oscillation lies in the original sequence. 

Analyzing the figure of the periodic erosion and sediment oscillation on the ridge of the beach face, 

we found that the forms of periodic erosion and sediment oscillation are basically the same either on the 

bottom or on the top of the swash influenced. They both had the periodic oscillation of 15 - 20 min and 8 - 

9 min. Just on the hand of short periodic oscillation swash arousing, the bottom is mainly the 4minutes and 

6minutes oscillation that are shorter about 2 min than the top. In the middle of the ridge where the swash 

influenced, the forms of the periodic oscillations were different to the bottom and top, and the periodic 
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oscillation was about 4-6minutes period. 

Analyzing the figure of the periodic erosion and sediment oscillation on the beach face trough, we 

found that the oscillating periods changed little in the whole and centralized in the 2 to 6 min, and 

oscillating periods get longer from the bottom to the top, which was consistent with the studying results of 

Sallenger (1984) et al.  Although the periodic changing trends on the ridge is different from Salinger’s 

studying results, the main oscillating periods were in the range of their studying results [6].  

According to the study of Baldock，Holmes，Guza，Thornton, Shen，Meyer ect, the swash on the 

steep beach face was mainly the infragravity frequency movement [1,2,7,8]. The periodic erosion and 

sediment oscillation on the swash zone mainly existed in the infragravity frequency according to the 

studies of the author and Sallenger. Based on these results, the author considered that there were 

important relations between the periodic erosion and sediment oscillations and the infragravity movements 

of the swash. Different profiles had different periods owing to the different shapes of the beach face. The 

moving forms of the infragravity were different in different beach face and the coupling processes of the 

beach oscillation and swash were not the same. In the whole, the characteristics of the infragravity parts in 

the swash and the shape of the beach face dominated the periodic erosion and sediment oscillation forms 

of the beach face. 

In this study, the position of the concave is lower than that of the ridge, and the gradient is bigger 

than the later, and the infragravity oscillation of the later is more obvious than that of the former; the 

position of the former is higher relatively, corresponding that the observing position is ascended, 

presenting longer periodic oscillation. These results further confirmed the conclusion. 

Tab.1  Cumulated contributing variance for the first eight eigenvectors of the beach face oscillation 

 

 Dimension / m 

 

T-EOF1 T-EOF2 T-EOF3 T-EOF4 T-EOF5 T-EOF6 T-EOF7 T-EOF8 

A1 20 0.4178 0.5999 0.7066 0.7568 0.7894 0.8163 0.8367 0.8557 

A2 24 0.4089 0.4716 0.5263 0.5796 0.6120 0.6442 0.6748 0.7040 

A3 20 0.2906 0.4547 0.5998 0.6929 0.7402 0.7818 0.8129 0.8357 

B1 20 0.2261 0.3829 0.4942 0.5675 0.6213 0.6638 0.7063 0.7422 

B2 20 0.2130 0.3304 0.4015 0.4646 0.5271 0.5864 0.6449 0.6974 

B3 20 0.2176 0.3984 0.4786 0.5293 0.5772 0.6224 0.6661 0.7088 

 

3.3  Analysis of the oscillation intensions  

Based on the studying methods of Sallenger, the original beach face oscillation data and the beach 

face oscillation data wiping off the means and trends factor of the each face oscillation height were 

through the analysis of standard deviation and let the doubled standard deviation express the total erosion 

and sediment oscillation intensions and periodic oscillation intensions of the corresponding time [6](Fig.7). 
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As we can see from the figure, the total erosion and sediment oscillation intensions and the periodic 

oscillation intensions at ridge and concave both had the stronger trends from land to sea, and the 

oscillation intensions at the concave were stronger than that at the ridge. This showed that the sediment 

moved more actively at the concave and at the beach position near sea at the same profile, and these 

parts of the beach changed more actively. 

 

A1                             A2                           A3 

Fig.5  Distribution of the T-EOF3－T-EOF8 for the ridge oscillations (real line: odd vector; broken line: even 

vector 

 

B1                    B2                 B3 

Fig.6  Distribution of the T-EOF3－T-EOF10 for the trough oscillations (real line: odd vector; broken line: even 

vector 

 

Fig.7  Histograms showing beach face oscillation (left: overall oscillation intension; right: periodic oscillation 
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Author considered that the dynamic difference induced the high coherence of the oscillation 

intensions on the same beach face profile. The swash intension to the beach face descended from the 

sea to the land, and the broken waves directly stroke the beach face near the coastal line, and the 

changing of water level influenced the beach face more directly and obviously. These factors induced the 

dynamic intension descending from the sea to the land on the beach face, and affected the disciplinary 

changing of the oscillation intensions. The difference of the profile shape is the ultimate reason for the 

difference of the oscillation intensions at the different profiles, because of the difference of the profile, on 

one hand, shape induced the dynamic difference on the beach in the vertical direction of the coastal lines, 

and on the other hand induced the diffluence and the circumfluence of swash along the coast, which 

induced the sediment transferring on different beach face profiles. 

4  Analysis of the dynamical effect of the wave on broken wave zone 

 

The character and the movement of the wave on the surf zones had great effect on the moving of 

sediment of the surf zones, the shape of the profile and the changing of the coast. The studies of Horn，

Baldcock，Holmes et al. showed that the surf waves had decisive effect on the movement and the 

character of the swash on the beach face. Under the condition with steep beach profile, the movement of 

the swash mainly behaved the infragravity movement and the character of which was nearly correlated 

with the wave groups and the long waves of the surf zones[7]. Based on the above theories, filtering the 

pressure data collected by S4ADW at the 2Hz sampling frequency in the groove near the coast in the surf 

zones, get the wave surface bag data, and the infragravity waves data from 20 seconds to 250 seconds 

periods, and wave data at all frequency. Then resample the above data corresponding to the observing 

time of the stake at one minute sampling interval, at the same time get the height variations of each stake 

by the latter height subtracted the former, using the height variations reflecting the erosion and sediment 

of the beach face. By the cross spectrum analysis among the wave surface bag data, the infragravity 

waves data, the waves data, and the height variations of each stake, the relations among them were 

explored. 

 

Fig.8  Cross spectrum analysis of the infragravity waves and the variation of beach 

 face high frequency erosion and sediment 

frequency / min-1 
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The results of the cross spectrum analyzing showed that the effect between the infragravity waves 

and the high frequency erosion and sediment variation of the beach face is more obvious than the other 

factors at the ridge of profile A and the concave of profile B (Fig.8).As seen from the figure, the correlation 

coefficient of the infragravity waves data and the high frequency erosion and sediment variation at the A1, 

A2, B, B2 beach face points reached 95 % believing level in some periods (generally from 4 min to 6 min). 

The phases corresponding to the periods with high believing level are positive, which showed that in this 

period the high frequency erosion and sediment variation lagged to the infragravity waves function, and 

the relation between them was obvious. 

The relations between the high frequency erosion and sediment variations at the A3, B3 stake points 

of the beach face and the infragravity waves was less obvious than the bottom points, the author 

considered the reasons centralizing the following factors: (1) the character of the infragravity waves at A3, 

B3 beach face changed a lot when the infragravity waves in the surf zone moved to the swash zone.    

(2) the A3, B3 beach face points lie in the upper limit of the swash effected. Only the stronger swash can 

reach A3, B3 points. Therefore the A3, B3 points may not occur the erosion and sediment variation at 

every interval. But author considered that the high frequency erosion and sediment variation at A3, B3 are 

still affected and controlled by the infragravity.  

 

5 Conclusion 

 
Using the data of the high frequency variation in a short time and the data of waves in the surf zone 

influenced by swell, based on the analyzing methods of SSA and cross spectrum, the study get following 

conclusions: 

a) The diffluence induced by the beach face rhythm topography had great effect on the movement of 

the sediment from ridge to the concave and accelerated the dying of the rhythm topography, and the 

trends changing shape of beach face is obviously influenced by the changing of water level on the broken 

wave zone. 

b) The beach face influenced by the swash had obvious periodic erosion and sediment oscillations in 

the infragravity frequency, oscillating periods of the beach face augments from the beach bottom to the top. 

The kind of the periodic oscillation is relating to the movement of the infragravity waves in the swash and 

the shapes of the beach face. 

c) The intension of the erosion and sediment oscillation descended from the beach bottom to the 

top. 

d) The infragravity waves in the surf zones had great influence on the high frequency erosion and 

sediment variations of the beach face. 
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粤东后江湾冲流带滩面高频振动及动力作用分析 
 

冯砚青1,2，陈子燊
2，李志龙2，李志强2 

（1．国家海洋局南海工程勘察中心，广东 广州 510300；2．中山大学水资源与环境系， 广东 广州 510275） 

 

摘  要：利用涌浪影响下短时段内的冲流带滩面高频高程数据和碎波带波流资料，在奇异谱分析（SSA）的基础

上，以比研究了不同形态滩面的冲淤变化趋势、趋势分布形状、冲淤变化周期和冲淤变化强度，以及同一条剖面

不同桩点间各因素间的变化关系；用交叉谱方法探索了每分钟滩面高频冲淤变化与碎波带长重力波间的作用关系。

分析结果表明，滩角韵律地形引起的冲流分流作用促进了滩脊向滩谷的泥沙转运，冲流带滩面存在明显的长重力

波频段的周期性冲淤振动，滩面冲淤振动强度由滩面下部向上部递减，碎波带长重力波对滩面高频冲淤变化起重

要作用。 
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